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Environmental Cards



Different Types of Environmental Cards

Depending on the requirements your card has to meet due to its function and the
kind of impact you want to make we will advise you the best suitable material:

Natural material:
▪ Sugar Cane
▪ Grass Fibers
▪ Wood
▪ Cardboard FSC

Synthetic:
▪ BIO PVC
▪ rPET-G
▪ Recycled PVC
▪ Polystyrol
▪ NextCore

What are the differences between an environmental friendly produced card compared to your everyday
PVC card? First of all the base material can consist of a renewable natural resource like cardboard or
wood. But there are also synthetic alternatives available that can be recycled. And your card can be
made of a already recycled synthetic material.
Depending on your specific needs and the base material used the cards can be enhanced to make it
stand out between the competition or more functional, with additions like Spotvarnish, Foil, Varnish
with a structure or different kinds of personalisation.



Sugar Cane

▪ Consists out of up to 100% Sugar Cane

▪ Produced out of residues of Sugar Cane that was used to gain sap

▪ Produced without chemical bleach

▪ More environmental friendly compared to paper pulp

▪ Well suitable for printing

▪ Natural color and look of the material stay preserved

▪ To get the best result it is advised to adapt your artwork

▪ This material shows a big environmental commitment to your customer

What kind of ECO Cards are available?  Sugar Cane



Grass Fiber

▪ Reducement of CO2 emissions

▪ Saves up to 99,9% water - only 2 litre water per ton hay needed
compared to 6.000 liter per ton cellulose

▪ No chemical processes used to produce the grass fibers

▪ Huge impact – This material shows a big environmental commitment of
your company to your customer

▪ Inks are absorbed more by this material in comparison to others

▪ Artwork muss be adapted to suit the material and get the best result
(Extra white underneath?) Barcodes readabilty must be tested
beforehand

What kind of ECO Cards are available?  Grass Fiber



Grass Fiber



What kind of ECO Cards are available?  Wood

Wood

▪ Birchwood from sustainable forestry (FSC certified)

▪ Suitable for DOD (Drop On Demand) personalisation

▪ Can well be printed upon, haptic feel and wooden look are
preserved

▪ Makes a huge ECO statement / big impact on your customer

▪ Higher price category, therefore often used for VIP-Cards etc.

▪ Most durable non-synthetic option

▪ Adapt your artwork to get the most impact out of your
exclusive wooden material



Wood



FSC Karton + Ingenium Draft

▪ Made out of FSC sources and certified

▪ Different weights/thicknesses available

▪ FSC Logo permitted – shows your environmental commitment

▪ Glossy lamination possible

▪ Various enhancements possible

▪ Integration of magnetstripe possible

▪ 100% biodegradable and compostable

▪ Ingenium Draft is a special cardboard made of FSC cellulose with a high 
stiffness and tear-resistance which makes it suitable for everyday use. It has a 
relatively long lifespan and a huge whiteness of itself

What kind of ECO Cards are available?  FSC Cardboard and Ingenium Draft



Cardboard



What kind of ECO Cards are available?  Bio PVC and rPETG

Bio PVC 

▪ An additive makes the PVC decomposable

▪ Same look and feel as standard PVC

▪ Same possibilities as standard PVC

▪ Long lifespan of 36 - 38 months

▪ Pricefriendly

▪ PETG is “PET”modified with Glykol “G”

▪ rPETG is made of up to 90% recycled PETG
(Recycled Polyethylene Terephthalate Glycol)

▪ Same functionalities as PVC

▪ Whilst recycling no hazardus substances are released

▪ The use of the SPI #1 PETE recycling Logo is permitted!
This logo is well recognized by consumers and helps you to make your
ECO effort known/visible to your customer

rPETG



Bio PVC



▪ PVC-free base material

▪ Lighter and more cost effective compared to PVC

▪ Has less additives compared to PVC

NextCore

▪ Made of ca. 50% renewable sources

▪ Technically possible because of the use of a composite material

▪ Large number of PVC fibers that are connected by use of an organic
polymer matrix

▪ Contains pulp fibers and natural inorganic material

Polystyrol 

Recycled PVC

▪ Made of 100% recycled PVC 

▪ Can be completely recycled after use, up to 8 times without loss of
quality

▪ Every pound used replaces exactly the same weight of PVC already
on the market!

What kind of ECO Cards are available?  Synthetic



Polystyrol



All cards can be personalized by DOD (Drop on Demand 600 dpi) with
names, barcodes, voucher numbers etc. Besides this possibilities like 
magnetstripes and chips are also possible

Personalisation & Carrier  



Sugar 
Cane

Grass 
Fiber

Wood FSC Card-
board

Ingenium 
Draft

Bio PVC Polystyrol NextCore rPETG Recycled
PVC

Biodegradable Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No

Recyclable Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Compostable Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No No

Flammable Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes No

Colorbrilliance Modest Modest Good Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent

Lamination - - Possible Possible Possible Possible - Possible Possible Possible

Stiffness ++ ++ +++++ +++ +++(+) +++++ +++++ +++++ +++++ +++++

Price ++ ++ +++++ + ++ +++ +++ +++ ++++ ++++

Cards in Comparison

If you opt for a more envitonmental friendly synthetic material please beware your customer won‘t immediately recognize it as such,
because they won‘t spot any difference once held.
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